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(OpeninglTheme).

BLAIR: .!1/'-m:Wendy Biair-with NPR's-OPTaONS IN EDUCATION.

OPTIONS -IN EDUCATION,is a news magazine about all the issues
and developments in. education - from. the ABC's of primary education
to the alphabet soup of government programs. If you've ever beento school, we'have scmethingat will interest you.

On this edition of OPTIONS IN EDUCATION --

Occupational Hazards Getting Straight!

DR. ARTHUR KROHLE: It's been surprising to us how
quickly a value that's so commonly espoused like.
helping others would be given up in favor of some,
perhaps, more basic values - like high income. -

("Anticipation")

Getting Started!

DR. LELAND DEAN: Education does a very poor job
of inducting new members into the profession.

("Getting Better" by the Beatles)

And - Getting Better!

RICHARD JONES: Teaching somebody how to write is like
teaching them how to make loVe. You can't really-tell
them-too much. -They've got tpThet out there and do it.

("8lack & White" by Three Dog Night);

DR: DONALD BIGELOW: Is-simple justice that simple?
And does it come about because' of dedication? 1p it luck?
What does make it all come about?

BLAIR: 'Simple7.Justice" is a bcok by Richard Kluger, 'which tellsthe story of the earlY legal etruggle for racial equality in America'ssChools:
.

."Before it was'over, they fired him'frodthe little
schoolhouse at which-he-had-taught-devotedly-for-ten

years.And they.:fired his.wifeand,two of his sisters and -.a niece.
And.they threatened him with bodily harm, and they eued
him'on trumped-up charges and convicted him in a-kangaroo

-,court and left him with a judgment that denied hid credit
.fromany bank. :And they burned his house to the *Ound

-'while the fire department stood around watching the flames
consuMe the night. And they stoned the church_at' Which he
pastOred, and fired shotguns at him out of the dark. All
this happened because he was Black and brave - andsbeduse
others,followed when.he had decided that the time had come
to lead . , . His name-was Joseph Albert Delaine."

BLAIR:'. Those are the opening lines of "Simple Justice". The bbok 'describes street battles, court battles and the'formation of'theBlack legal establishment. Here's OPTIONS IN EDUCATION's Book
Dr.- Donald Bigelow.

,
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DR. DONALD BIGELOW: It's the history of Brown vs. Board of
Education. Most people recognize that in terms of the Supreme
Court decision that outlawed segregation of the Blacks in America.
And this is the book about that story - of how all these people
got together and, finally, managed - against the laws that were
against them - to get to the Supreme,Court, to overturn laws
which the Supreme Court, itself, had been maintaining against them.

A heroic deed! And Mr. Kluger does it full justice, and it
is a well-entitled book, called "Simple Justice". It probably
would be twice as good if it were half as long, and, of course,
Justice,' I suppose, should be heavy, and it is a heavy book. It's
a full book going right back to the beginning of the Constitution -.
so, there's a good deal in "Simple Justice" that is simple history.

There is also a plethora of wonderful, wonderful stories -
all the names in Black history that you would associate, and all
of the Supreme Court justices that we've come to know - they're
all there.

One has to note the very interesting point -- this business
of whether justice comes about because of dedication and hard work
or a little bit of luck -- this is all conveyed in the unhappiness
that one man died. That man happened to be Chief Justice Fred
Vinson. When Thurgood Marshall and all of his allies in the NAACP
finally brought the case - and it wasn't one case, but five cases
that we know under Brown - to the Supreme Court,-and the Court was
headed by Chief JusTIET-Fred Vinson, who was_not a notorious liberal
by any matter of means, and, although, he had, I'm sure, done his
share of justice ,as a Supreme Court justice, it was not expected
by the four dissenters on the Court at that time that what led to_
Brown would get very far.

They argued the case almost all year, and on June 8th, they
left the case in limbo with a set of five questions that the lawyers
should work on over the summer.

The fact is that during the course of the summer, Mr. Vinson
died. And he was replaced by Chief Justice Warren who opened the
new ccui-L. And it is my opinion that this simple "fact".could

.

_lead one to believe that if Mr. Vinson hadn't died, Brown vs. The
Board might not have coma,oUt as it did.

I'll read one 'Paragraph about that: "All the members of the.
Court attended Vinson's burial in Louisa, Kentucky,"-- notice
the state -- "his ancestral home. But not all-the members of the
Court grieved equally at his passing. And one, at least, did not
grieve at all. Felix Frankfurter had not much admired Fred Vinson

,

as a Judge or as a man, and he was.certain that the Chief Justice
' had been,the chief obstacle to the,Court's prospect of reaching a
humanitarian and judicially defensible settlement of the monumental
segregation cases.. In view of Vinson's passing just before the
Brown reargument, Frankfurter remarked to a former clerk, 'This is
the first indication I have ever had-that there is a God.'"

MERROW: It sounds like "Simple Justice" is a well-told tale in
which the good guys finally win. Are you recommending it to your
listeners?

,

BIGELOW: I would recommend it to anybody who has $16, a lot of
time, and doesn't know much American History. Mr. Kluger is
dedicated to his cause as Were the people he describes.



BLAIR': Dr. Donald Bigelow reviewing Richard,Kluger's
"Simple Justice". He spoke with John Merrow.,

_

A PRIMER ON THE LEGAL ESTABLISHMENT

,MERROW: Tell me what a judge is.

CHILD: A man who can throw you into a jail.

MERROW: What's a'policeman?

CHILD: A man that can take you there.

MERROW: okay - what's a lawyer?

A man that try to defend you- so you can't
go there. 1

MERROW: Who passes the laws,in the first place?

CHILD: . The robberi.

BLAIR: That young student of law had things a bit confused, but
that's not surprising. Law is complicated. And what makes mats:ers
worse is "legalese" and just' plain bad writing by judges and lawyers.
At least that!s the opinion of the American Academy of Judicial
Education. 'Legal opinions are often as convoluted and difficult to
understand ad the law itself. So, as part of its continuing education
program for judges and lawyerd, the Academy holds Writing Seminars.
Tom Steward reports.

(Music).

STEWARD: The Academy has held several Judicial Writing Seminars to
get the purple out of the judges' prose. Before attending, judges
forward legal opinions to acquaint their judges, the faculty, with
their work.

The faculty is two English Professors, a rhetorician/judge and
a lawyer/writer, Ronald Goldfarb.-

RONALD GOLDFARB: "Notwithstanding", "a priori", "heretofore",
latinisms --' if you read law reviews, if you read bar journals,
if you listen to lawyers talk, it is almost as if somebody does
something,to law students when they come into law school to teach
them to write a very pompous, heavy-handed, jargon-way because
that's the way lawyers are supposed to talk. "

STEWARD: As,a writer, Goldfarb thought.-the-idea was fine. But asa lawyer - perhaps impolitic. So, he wad'surprised when the judges
,arrived,and stayed to be criticized.

For a. 'week, they sort through the juaicial jargon - beginning,
each morning,with a lecture on the ground rules -- form, style arid

, punctuation. They read the Strunk & White classic, "Elements of
-Style" -L. not that they haven't read the rules before, but that the
legal profession has a code all its own that is increasingly difficult
to break.

GOLDFARB:, Lawyers will quickly adopt form language that has been
accepted through the years, and they'll say in a document, for
example, like a will ,-- "In appointing an eXecutor, I direct that
my executor pay all my just debts . . ." and then do as follows.
No client comes in and says, "Now, be sure you pay all my just debts."
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In:,addition,. there is the general problem with educators
deploring the adequacy of the training,of young people coming

. along in writing: :Well, that problem get6 compounded when you're
ajudge, and you're dealing with-matters that effect the life of,
:the:community, commerce, great major problems of commerce and
.finance, relationshipebetween people, and institutional battles.
Not Only iS it aesthetically important that they write well -

:because At looks good but, also, because the great issues of
. ourAime'are_being deterMined in those opinions, and it's very
important that theY beunderstood by the community.- hot just by
lawyers and other-judges - nd that, in fact, judges say what
they intend to.say.

STEWARD: Do You have.a couple of examples from your classes that.
you Could show us?

GOLDFARB: I'll.give you an ekample of one judge who wrote just.
. everything-verY floWery and very Shakespearean,.and.I.found in
:one of:his opinions this statement -- "If'this were a true statement
of the doctrine,f-then the unruly horse of public policy.would be
joined in the stable by a steed of even more unpredictable pro-
penzities."

.STEWAPD: After reading their own remarks like that, some judges
beginto enjoy finding fanit with themselves. Some of them aren't
accuStomed to agonizing ther this kind of.sentence, but some soon
begin to worry about aesthetic problems. While a' legal opinion
isn't meant to be:entertaining - neither is it to read like the
U.S. Legal Code. 'But Goldfarb usually discourages embellishments;
stressing that with economy of language comes a certain elegance.

'..With simplicity, style. .

GOLDFARB:. Teaching somebody to,write is like teaching them howto
make-l.ove..: you can't really tell.them too much. They've got to
get out there and do it. And so we make them, write an awful lot
of different kinds of.things, and we come back....end.edit those things,

: and they.edit.theM.themselves, and theY check each other's stuff.
. ,--

STEWARD: How applicable do you suppose to other professional§ in
diffdient fields who have their own jargons, and have the same-
JarOblems:as many of the people you're working with is this method?

_
:. GOLDFARB: Ithink the:semefkind:.of thing-we're doing could be
done,by:ell profestions and all avoCations.HAs a matter of fact,
I'Yve gottena good deal of correspOndence in response to a magazine
PIeCe I:41d7On Onr'-donference:And I:think,it's particularly serious
with lewyers Who deal with otherpeoples problems inyvery'signifi7.

---- cant ways-, but:I'm'sure. it would apply to doCtor, too: Doctors
have their shorthand phrases, :ancLtheir jargonSo do engineers
and architects. ,I'm'sure it applies across the board.

STEWARD: Whet sort.of problem is there going to-be ten years from 7"---

nOW?HWhat sor.t of problems do'you expect with-the.nevcrop of
lawyers?

GOLDFARB:. I'm sure it's going to be worse because legal education
hasn't. taken this into consideration Yet: 'And.how that.will affect
their writing skills in the future, one can only speculate. Butmy
giuess is it will be worse.

Continuing.Education,is.dealing'with_the probIem too late,
7:actually. HIt'si.mportant, and it's useful; but at the educational
level,:itself, in'training professions (or people in any avocation)
N4here more attention should be paid to writing,,I:think.



STEWARD: Ronald Goldfarb. a Washinaton.lawver,end writer. The
iudces:continue to take Criticism after the course. For a year
they'send opinions to their tutors. 'Thus far the majority of
Participants have been Appellate Judges, 'hut as part of their-I.
continuing'educatidn, more trial judges are enrolling.

,

The American Academy.of Judicial Education is delighted.
After all, the laws of the land are written under the laws Of
English.' This is Tom Steward.

(Music)

BLAIR: A lot of people are asking why kids can't write. Perhaps
a better question is: How good do they haVe to beet writing?
The answer depends on what they want to, do. Richard Lloyd Jones
of the.University of Iowa says most people can get along with their
basic writing skills.

RICHARD LLOYD JONES: In many respects; our society does not demand
. complex writing from a large percenta4e of the population. From
maybe' 20%'of the population, it dethands a very great amount of
writing, highly professional Writing. Your laWyer, for instance; is
in Many ways, a writer, as much as he's anything,else%.:,:Clearly, all
the people in the news trades, the media, have to have a lot of
writing.skills. Most professionals do.

But in terms of public skills in writing, the number who have
to be superbly competent is probably a relatively small percentage -
so that the important skills in writing - for the whole population -'
undoubtedly have more to do with using the language to'formulate

.

YOur ddeasvtO be precise in the way you think about things; precise
in the way yoU feel about things.

KALVELAGE: Is itsomething you can teach in English classes?

JONES: Well, probably not head-on,:hut you.pertainly can increase
One's sensitivity to language. You certainly can give people prac-
.tice in tryingthings out, and audienCes'to respond to their practice.

KALVELAGE:. HOw would You do that?

ZONES: 'Well, let:me put it by analogy. If you never'hadenyone to
talk to yoU'djiot,be:too good espeaker. You become a better talker

.

.by Practicing at it.,1 You become a better writer,by:practicing in
real.Situations: 'It's the siMPlest kind of procedure, s'uch as -
make a large:part of_the writing forthe other:people in the class;
to:eXPlain.things to,them; to:try to persuade them of things; to
tell themaboutyourself; to tie the writing'to work inthe student's
Own:special-interest,area.

-
.

,.One:of:the things we've always:found If You. can teach a
-

writingcourse,..eay; forengineering students, in a,context in Which
they'redoingengineering,work,,they'll Write much better papers:
TheY'll be:much more_concerned'about.What they say.They'll feel
More responsible.for,the content of:the paper. NoW, the mechanical
craft,the,physicalcraftof turning sound,patterns into written

"patterna,is a craft that,has to be,,learned likeeny other.' And It
provides eome..real problems of.physical coordination, with motor/Visual
actiyity 7..that. are learned even:as you learnto plF.Iy tennis or, hop.-
ecOtch or.whatever. I-don't-mean to:suggest that'it is not.a hard' :

thing to,teach or a hard thing to learn - Or that it is-not.imPortant -
but it is a Meaneto an end -:not an:end in itself.'



BLAIR: 'Richard Lloyd Jones of the University of Iowa talking
.with Reporter Gail Kalvelage of Station WSUIin Iowa City,

Sougood writing ie important - but verbal skills -aren't the
only waytocomMunicate. For_example, TV gives fresh meaning to
the phrase --. "A Bicture Is Worth A Thousand Words". John Dibbs
of Eastman-Kodak, one of the founders of the International:Visual
Literacy Association', talkedwith:Reporter-Gary Webb of Station
WPLN in Nashville &abut that:group's interest in "picture-words".

, DIBBS: .The,easiest way to understand,.I suppose, is to think t.o
:youreelf that words.are something that we string along. 'In o.cher
words,- when we talk or write, we use sequences of words; strings
of worde.: Visual-langUaging uses strings of pictures.or.sequences
of:.pictUres.', So,-when you see'a flow of pictures on TV, you're
watching.,:ln effect, a string in 'time of pictures. And if you Sirle
a.cartoon in the newspaper, you're seeing a string of pictures.
And the two, kinds of "flow" are 'similar, and, so, we talk about
visual7langudging, that 'is, intentional use of pictures, o
communicate ideas throUgh sequences of pictutes.

WEBB:..-in'.1964, the SAT scores began to drop - that is; the
' Scholastic Aptitude Tests which are given to high schoOl juniors

and seniore - began'to.drop, and has dropped steadily-each year.
And, ih.fact, there-have been some dramatic drops. But; at the
same time, the IQ seems to have gone up of the tested population.
What's going on here?

DIBBS: 'Well, two kinds of factors are at work. The IQ has.gone
. up because the children have learned a lot from TV, and, in fact,
haVe learned.yisual-languaging fiom TV. ,And that has-caused them
to become skilled in sequencing ideas -- that is, in arranging
ideas in.prolier order.. So, some of the parts of the IQ tests
havetestedthem in just exactly those things - that.is, how well
can achild put things in a logical order? Today's children -

' at the age'of three, four, & five -, are ever so much better at it
something'like 30% better at it -- than the children of twenty

_years ago. So, they haVe that sequential visual skill.

acertain:extent,, however,,that visual,skill-is in contra-
.

hrtdiction-to theAinds of verbal:skills that we've been.accustomed
to thinkingare.the".most valUable. And We have alwayethought of
logic. $for instance,. as beingverbal.i. NoW, what today'e youngsters

\can'do isbe very-logical and'express themselves very.well in
visual Ways.,:Sown-.7.:thas happened,ie:.=_that-the-child,-this_ _ _
younTlearner.,%becoMesmoreand more skilled ,in vieual-languaging
and his skillsin verbal languaging don't develop as fast.

. .

ConSequently, hie:verbal skills compared.to people of tWenty
years ago apPear.to have'dropped off. At the same'timei his IQ
continuestO'rise - io-that when a child enters:school'his IQ i&
higher;'.and When' he leaves school., his.IQ is higher. than.children
.of twenty-yeare ago; .and;'.---yetT you know; the colleges are saying,
"These* kids'don't know'how.to Wtite." Well,. they're saying that,

- but.they're'noteaying; ''These kids don't know how to think"
and they'xe-not saying, "Theee kids don't know how to talk" -- and
theYdoW.tSayi "These kids.don't have good'vocabularies" -- and
they don't eay that they're not extremely good conCeptually. In

admitall. of those,things.

.The;puzzlement,thatthey.appear not tci understand.is- that
.once a child,.or.learndr, develoos visual-languaging, and develops
that.first,?that visual-languaging must.have a Chance to be organized

.
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and-develop, ed in the mind of the child by.letting him do his own
things viSually --,that, is, create his own cartoons, do his own
role-playing, act eVt his own scripts, create his own scripts,
write his own slide Stories, or hie picture stories; do his own
movie's all-,of the kinds of ways im which we express ourselVes
thatare so iMportant-in our society now.

WEBBT JohnADibbs, VisualLearning Coordinator with Eaetman-Kodak
-:-Company._For National Public-Radio, this is Gary Webb in Nashville.

"Helping")

TEACHER INTERNSHIPS

DR. LELAND DEAN: We have just not done a very good.job
of helping the neld-comer into the profession to make
that transition from a student'into a practitioner.

BLAIR: That'e:Dr. Leland Dean of the Michigan State University
,Collegeof:Education: Teachers go-to college for four years, spend
.time,asstudent-teachers, and then go out looking for.a full-timejob.
Dean says that they should be required to go one step further -- into
-a formal, one-year, teacher internship program -- similar to.that
'required _in medicine. Dean talked About his'ideas with Curt Gilleo
of Station WKAR in East Lansing, Michigan.

DR. DEAN:. .Education doee a very poor job of indpcting new members
into'the profession. Wegraduate someone right now with a Bachelor's
Degree and aTeachers Certificate and they're:employed and placed,

. in a classroom, and-we expect that beginner to performat the same
level ef competence ae.the person next door who's been there for 20
.years.

.

:GILLEO: ,Who would decideat the end of the year whether_the teacher
is 'Competent ornot? Who Would be in charge ok evaluation?

,DR..;DEAN: The evaluation Would be done by three peopler-by the
internconsultant (andythis intern consultant is-a.n outstanding
'claserooMteacher selected from, the public'schools,':who ie relieved
:o.fallother'reePonsibilitiea-and:works entirely With ten beginning
teacherstriatwouldbe.the entire reeponeibility for-that out
etanding:clazeroom teaCher:selected for,this:role):: ,Thie:intern
COnsUltantlia able to -proVide help onan individualAjaeis:. going.,
infethe:claseroomsofthese'.beginning,teachers:and:Workingwith
tharthelping them develop-,their inetrUttional.programselping
theM'OVer therOugh:epotethatare bouncLto arise during the first.
year

;Now,alOng with the:intern consultant,there Would;be a pniversity
consUltantend:::the evaluation' of:.the-beginning:teacher for provisional
_certifiCatiOnwOuld be:m.r:deby'-the Intern:consultanti who's a repre-
eentativeOftheteachere,,:the'principal:Of thebuilding,representing
the schoOladministration and the univereitycensultant representing
the,Pnivereity So; ltwouldbe, a shared decieioaamong those three
agencies:.

GaLLEO: Now, 'let's take a hypothetical case of a teacher who is .

accepted into the internship program, gets through one year of the
program, and at that time,the administrators decide the teacher is
not competent.or,not of the righ': material to be a teacher. What
happens_to this person after theY've spent four or five ycars trying
to be a teacher? Is it one shot? Are they disqualified forever?



IDR: DEAN:, Well. this...would be'no different 'from bur present system.
we have someone emplOved for-the first year. and they mav not be
successful in their first year of.teaChint. and they mav not be
reemploved... ;So, this doesn't chancre that.in any respect.

GILLED:. .Your system has.some very particular provisions Concerning
:Pal,. Could vou explain that for me?

DR,1 DEAN: This is no time for us to be .:.l.kpectina that.mahv new
-dollars are aoing to':i)e. put into theedtOstional system.. So, this
internship that I proposed is a.proCtam that will pay for itself,
and it'does.itin.this.way. The intern constltant_would be paid

-for by the .beginning teacher, getting 80% of the normal, salary of
a beginning teacher, "and.thedifference"hetween the.80% 'that would
be paid to the beginning teacher and the full,..amount,,the full
salary"for thie.beginner, would be paid by"the school district.
!mat 20%;from.those ten teachers under the jurisdiction of the intern
consultant would. provide the thoney to pay the intern constltant.

Now, the university_consultant would ,be paid forthrough the
tuition -.because the interns would'be given credit for-cotrse work
.dtring the internship year. Now, you might ask: Well,:is this fair
tO:have the .beginning teacher's salary.reduced by 20%? But, let's
look'at it gild see' what that beginning teacher receives in lieu.of
the 20% reduction.'.

.1 First, the:beginning teacher has a reduced load - a half-day
,

each week. T13 beginning teacher is released.for the group activi-
,ties that would accompahvthe internship.' Secondly, the beginning
.teacher is receiving suppCrt services on.an individual and group
basis -.anmnprecedented'imount of help, and it.might'even make the
difference between success,& failure of thatiaeginning teacher. And,

,...thirdly; the beginning teacher has brought to the public school,'
'brought to them,,a program that the credits for.which will be.
applicable'toward a continuing certificate - or, if they're properly
edmitted to a Master's Degree program somewhere, would be a third
of a Master's Degree which is actually delivered to them in their
school during that first year.of'teaching.

now.is ah ,appropriate timefor us to raise the standards
.for teacher-certification: We:couldn't do it for the 25 years
following.World War II because the supply f teachers was not
adequate enough to ever meet demands,:so-to raise the.standard at
that 'tithe wouldhave been inappropriate. But for the last five.

,years we'have.had more teachers available than there have been jobs,-
so now we've reached a stage Nqlere the timing would be apPropriate
.for us to raise those standards.

BLAIR: Dr, .Ieland Dean of the Michigan State,University College
of Edtcation'talking with Curt Gilleo.of Station WKARi East
.Lansing:..Dean pointed to a surplus in the'teaching profession,
-butthe'job market is tight.. in other, areas as:Well,end'career
-counseling is becoming moreand more critical.: And when we choose
a carder,Hwe really haveto ponSider more than,the market place.
The Edlicational.resting SerVice of,PrincetOn; New Jersey.--'ETS,
saysthat personal-valmes are%Very important in finding the right

often we don'teVenknow.what ourvalues are. The
ETS people brought us'the SAT!s,:-the.Law Boards, and now something.
,new. But, '. relax, it's.not,another test. It's a method to help
identify-the.things we value most-and least in.life and work:
ThiemethOd is called theSystem of:Interactive Guidance Informa-
tioni Sigee, fOr short. Dr.' Arthur Krohle of "ETS" talks
to Stsan,Lieberman of Station WAMU:in Washington, D.C. about ."SIGI."
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KROHLE: Sigi is not a test, and.it's one of our first opportunities
to-move into am area that is of particular interest to me -- and
ehat's a way of applying technology, to helping people that is not at
all test based.

LIEBERMAN: And helping people is in the direction of finding job
opportunities for the future and deciding careers. At what point in
one's life would one be interested.in Sigi?

KROHLE: Sigi is designed for students who are in or about to enter
college. It's not particularly oriented toward students who are
planning to enter an occupation immediately upon graduation from
high school.

We had tried to develop a systeM that would have particular
applicability at the college and university level, simply because
there have been perhaps a lack of career planning services in many
institutions of the United States at that level. There perhaps has
bean an assumption for many a year that students who were Df average
or above-average intelligence who had the kind of ability to go on
to college could perhaps manage their career planning on eneir own.

But I think we've moved into-an economy that's not only suffi-
ciently complex that it requires somo form of assistance,., but just
to learn about the array of options that are out there -- but we
moved into a period of time where I think people who administer
college programs these days are realizing that perhaps this important
part of life can't be left to just ch&nce, that one ought to play
some perhaps facilitative role in helping'people learn about_the,kinds
of options that are available to them and to learn how to make better
decisions.

LIEBE.RMAN: I guess we've never used technology in this. Though, we
have'mddressed it in other ways. I'm thinking particulaely about
counselors who work on oollege campuses and also some other written
tests as I:remember that eXist where people can identify certain
career choicgs that they may have. How does.this fit into what we
already have going?

KROHLE: Well, perhaps the most important development in the .last
ten or twenty.years on college campuses has been the growth of.

.

counselors Who.are available. One of the.colleges that I visited in
California not long.ago,'for.instanca; had a rather full counseling
staff. They-had 17:full.tiMe counselors on the staff, but then I
asked.a question as: to how many students'were enrolled onoampus,
and therd happened to be 32,000 students. So, if you do a little
quick:arithmetic to see how far 17 counselors will 4o with 32,000.:
,studentS; you See that the ratios are not very favorable for the
Provision oT service.

Also,, many of the tests that haVe been developed -- perhaps
more accuratelythey.'ve been-called .interest invrntories -- were
intended to try, to match .people with occupations for which they
might:be suited. I think we've moved away from that:kind of
philosophy i recent years to realize that instead of a procedure-
whereby.you'll match people with occupations,'we realize that
people arecharacterized by something we might not want to.call
multi-potentiality. -People are able to do a varietY of different:.
kinds.of.things and, therefore, there's in effect'a menu of career
opportunities open to them,fromwhich they might choose.

. SO....there's.less of altendency now to thinkabout looking to
fit round pegs in round holes' and.square pegs in square holes',
.but to Simply provide people with the kind' of coping-strategies,
the kind'of decision-making skills with which they can-iookat the
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options that are around them and perhaps make better decisions
about their lives.

LIEBERMAN: So you're really saying that if they'can identify
certain strengths and values that they have that there are really'
a number of. options_opennot_just_to_be_an_engineekbut_perhaps

,to be a hospital technician or some other kind of a'job-that
fits that: '

KROHLE: I think'that's- just the-point. And one of the major
emphases that I think we need to leave with.most people-who are
moving through the Cducational channels these days -- arid-that is,
that there are many CpportUnities that people could enter and
perhap's be satiified with.

There had been a tendency for a long time for'people to
, consider'that they had to:find-the perfect occupation for them to
enterto make them,feel satisfied. I think we're;cMoving away from
that, and in a way that I find derightful,'becauSe rfound the
older kind of tradition that we werelooking for;, of ,patting a%
person in a Particular role, was one that I found,particularly

.1

unsatisfying.

I guess it's a reflection of my own career background in that
I've switched careers a number of times and have seen a lot of my
associates do the same kind of thing.

,BLAIR: Dr. Arthur Krohle of the Educational Testing Service.

"I'm_Susan'Thomas, and I have my own business,
which is cassette duplication, basically in audio
producations gerierally. The name of it is Herr Audio

. Productions."

BLAIR: Susan Thomas, like Dr. Krohle, was a career switcher.
She.sought and found a profession that accommodates her own
personal values. 'NPR Reporter.Keither Talbot prepared this
sound portrait. .

THOMAS: Well, I was a teacher at Washington University. 'I
taught several courses', one on the graduate level and a couple
on the undergraduate level -- mostly on women's role in'society
in one form or another. And this.was after all.the unrest on
college-Campuses, and funds were being cut off left and right
in the early seventies', '70, '71, '72 -- they're still being
cut.,

I don't know if it's not due tothe same reasons,.but
hecame more and more difficultrfor Ph. .D.'s. An academic
position.doesn't pay well enough -- I want more.money than that
some day. And I recognize money as power. So, one of my current
goals that is appropriate, is that I Want to see.more jobs for
women provided.

And Publishing.:-- think about midiowork, radio, records,
tapes, whatever -- as anOther-fókm of publishing, which it
definitely is, and therefore is a means of communicating ideas.

'(SOUND OF MACHINE).
,

:,This, is the duplicating equipment and I just switched on,
the main electronics, which controls the electronics for-the
reelto-reel deck and.the three cassette "slaves", as they call
them. The machine that you play the master on is called:the
master deck,and the machines that you make the duplicates on
are called slaves.

Which is also interesting when you think of the concept of
reproduction... And.the master-and-slave terminology applied there.
It tickles me. Basically what we're doing is reproducing programs.



,

Herela a tape. This music was originally produced'by
Jtecorda,:WhoStarted out ir,I.Washington,D.C.',and have since moved
;to.themueic Capital-,Los-Angeles, But it:was recorded in astudio
, herein Washington, and we did theoassett,off,the master tape.

. ;

V
Anci:one of the eXciting things we've been able to do that was to

Offer77-7-babically-financing for -some original:productions,i*the
: sense:of sayingthat7they-don!_t have to put: the: monel(.,, upfront

. or:even paywithin:Wdays necesiarily, ifWe like theproduCtion
orthe;Music.HAnd:exPect ithat they-will be abieto That's

. _
oneof:our mainpriorities.

(MUSIC)

BLAIR: Susan Thomas, of Washington, D.C.; talking about job
.

. atiSfaction:' That story is an illustration of the challenges
invdived in carving,out a career. We've just heard Dr. Arthur

'Krohle describe a new approach by the Educational Testing Service
called "SIGI."

-

He goes. on. now to.tell Susan Leiberman that SIGI works because
asks theright questions.

KROHLE:: We began work on SIGI about seven years ago. Our goal was
to try to provide a service that would be of assistance to
Counselors and students in colleges. We do not went tolcreate a
service that's seen in any way.asa replacement for.what counselors
can do. But: to proVide.a way of helping students examihe their
values ine-rather structured kind of way- .And to provide access
for a way Of linking that kind .of value exploration'with an array
of occupation;that might.satisfy.thOse values. .

We interviewed a large number of students to find out what
they felt about jobs at the present time. We asked them, for
instance,'to think of ajob that appealed to them. Then we asked
them:what kindS of things they liked about it, and listened
carefully to the kinds of:terms that'they mere using--what in
effect differentiated a job that.they liked from one that they
didn't like.'

. We asked-students, for instance,- to also identify what for,
them would.bp,a nightmare occupation, one that would include most
of the kinds of things that they just wanted to avoid, or abhorred.
And:we 'listened carefully to those kinds,of things too. We also
then askedetudents4f they:had an.oppOrttinity to get any kind of
infOrmationthat they wanted to have about an occupation, what
_kind of information would they seek? .

And we asked these kinds of questions of large numbers of
students; to see what kinds of things they were looking for. Then
gradually, we developed a list.of values that we.tbought were
rather. common to a,large number of people.

LIEBERMAN:. Can yougive some.examples of what you call values, as
related:to job opportunities?

KROHLE:.'Let me startoff with:Some of the more common ones.
think:these days, partiNularly since we've gOne through perhaps a
period of:e downeconomy.that we're coming out ol nor, the value
of.job seCurity haegone,up in the minds of manY people.,if When we
were in the. '60's, when it was very .easy to move from job to job,

.) almost at ones pleasure, there wag' little concern about whether aAob offered securityor not.

Another commonly7hel& value is the value ofAmcomei and'whether
or niA a-job offer's a chance to satisfy'high-income needs, for
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instance. Another_mighthe a desire tor variety in one's work:
_IkOne-of the exercises which is:included within. SIGI,'fOr instance,

is:to take:a look at.ten representative values, and to place a
- degree otimportance ot a weightingLon each of these. The weighting,
,for instance, would be from One to.eight, where one would be a high

_Adegree-of-importancei-and-eight-would be-a-low-degtee.of importancew-
-

We then took.a-look'at how severalthousand-etudents responded
:to this particular exercise within SIGI,.to see whether or not. in
'fact students do look .at'values in much the same way, or whether:
there's a'great,deal of:variability. We found that there isMore.
variability than-we hadthough-t-, that high income is:not'a universal
value: 'It comesoloser, perhaPs-- 'to being a universal value than
'many of the others.

Buti for instancethough ecOmmonly expressed value--at least
:fearlY,on inlexposure to SIGI--is the value, of helping.others,7
altruism. And.it's surprising: that within SIGI, where we at one
point force students into a'compromise,position, where they have
to in:effect OhooSe between two conflicting values, it's been
Surpriting-to:us how quickly a value that's so commonly espoused
like helping others would be given up in favor of some, perhaps
more basic values, like high income.

-

:But because a lot of students want all of everything -- for
instance they weigh- everything high -"7. we have had to develop a
procedure whereby we create some forcecj.choice situations for
students.:

LgEBERMAN: Let's turn to the Other 'side-of that coin, and that is
the job Oescription. How are you able to describe which ofthese
values are the most important to the job?

. .

KROHLE: /n some jobs the-information that's aVailable is
relatively of high quality. The Department of Labor, here in
Washington, fdr instance,. -routinely collects information on such
things as average salary, beginning salary, and so on. And the
salaries that might be earned by people who have'reached the top
ten per cent of the.salary range within a field.

But-data is not routinely collected, or it's difficult to
collect on.such values as helping others, or variety, or prestige;
for instance, which' is perhaps even a more complex one. In those
areas we've had to reSortto sociological studies of what people
have placed as prestige rankings on-ocCupations. There have been
a.number of studies, for instance, where hundreds of people have
been asked to rank occupations from high to low on prestige. ,

We've had to resort to those kinds of things. Whenever we've
been in doubt, our staff at ETS has gotten together, and in effect
we've polled one another .Ed tank occupations as to whether they
.would satisfy a particular value or not. And then We've taken
those rankings and sharedlthem with people who are actually working
in occupations in the field, to ask them what they thOught about
the judgments we had Made about their occupations, and whether
our own judgments were close to being accurate.

You have identified an interesting area, though. And that's
this area of job information. Because although SIGI can present
information that's been compiled in a'way that's more easily usable
by Students, it's not able to create information that doesn't
already exist. .And there are aspects of information in our society
that are.really lacking. That's,for instance elements of information
that relate to the style of lite that a certain kind of job might
afford.



Dr; Arthur Krohle,:.talking with Susan Lieberman of
Btation.WAMU in Washington._ .

For. those of you who still don't know what you want to be
when you.grow up, SIGI's available in only seven colleges

: Universities at present. So if you want moreAnformation, write
-------th-Educational-Testing-Bervice-Princetomr-New jerieyf-08540.

-' (MUSIC)

Before you can 'worry about beinga cowboy or a School teacher
or klawyer or anything else,.you've got to grow up. To grow up,
you need parents. In this program we've looked at a lot of

.occupations, and right now we're going to look at a job many of us
have, but aren't trained for -7 parenting.

Schools at all levels are trying to help us be'better prepared
as parents, and there are a host of books and organizations wecan'
consult about general problems. But parenting is still:-something
we take pretty much.for granted. Our next story is about a couple
who had to face a rare problem with their firstborn.

N4 .

. .

CHILD: -Ht

WOMAN: What's your name?

_CHILD:, Timmy.

WOMAN: Are you hungry?

'CHILD: Yes.

WOMAN: He's always. hungry.

CHILD Dun-dee.

WOMAN: Here's A pickle.

CHILD: Pit-tle.

WOMAN: -Say "thank you."

CHILD: Day-doo.. Day-doo. Id eat--eat.

WOMAN: Is it good?

CHILD: Yeah.

WOMAN: A total day's intake would be 119 milligrams of
phenyl-aline, 9 grams of protein, and 733 calories.

.

BLAIR: This exact counting of'calories and protein:described by
Janelle Reardon for her son Timmy, is essential for Timmy's normal
brain development. Timmy is a PKU-baby, meaning that he haa a:
genetic disorder that happens in about one out of every 18,000
births. PKU is the inability to metabolize one of the essential
.amino acids -- pheny17aline. athe body needs this protein to grow,
but for a PKU baby, the level must be kept to the bare minimum,:so
that the 'system getsjust what it needs for development, but no more.

If this condition,is not carefully controlled by diet,
irreversible brain damage will result. The child muat be kept on
the.diet for about 'four years. I wanted to talk with'Joe and
Janelle Reardon, to find out hOw they're learning tb cope with
these unusual circumstances of parenting.

JANELLE REARDON: When Timmy was still in the hospital after he was 0

born, their hospital personnel did a PKU test, and at the time.we
' didn't think much:about it. So,-when he came home from the hospital
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4ka.:anyone elae,..andra:wecklater, when the,babyWaall days: Old,
'weWere.Called by:the'rOcto ir:*Hesadthe PKU.:test
An& ti:OgotO Childreiv's:Jlospital-right aWay,So.thatthey...c.ould

. . _ -
-kun'fficiretestsAndhe wasthere for a week,;:haying mora,tests

.

:done',..and;that'SWhen they aatually determined that,he is a PKU child.
. .

.10E:REARDON: The.hosPital took'Timmy off, anylcind,bf protein.source.

myeVeningS'ciutatthe:VIH Library, digging intO the medical
was:above my head; a lot of medical-.

trminorogy I Wasn'tfamiliar w.ih

HButt.hisAs'esSentialry: ancLluckily. .

.

HwasHabIe,:tOind.erstandthia, pt Soread everything..I.couldfind_
ove.r.a:period .Sevoral]:nightS,'xeroXed aHlot of the'impOrtant
Articles,broUghtthem,hoMor Jahelle'to :read, and strangely
enough, knowing2myself fr;am my digging intb the literature a'lot
about the disease,gaverleTa lot of confidence.

--JANELLE: it took Until'the baby'had.been in the hospital. about 5
days', before:they cpuld'really explain to me what was going on and
what theywere doing.

BLAIR: Did 'yoti have a :fear all this time that the baby might not
live?

.10EREARDON: '011.no: His life wasn't endangeted, and we were learning
very:quickly.' few.days we basically knew what it was all

-"abijut. But still,'Alow Ix> bring it under control is a great Worry.
And.yOu don'tknoW whether!it's goinigto he treatable really. Some
children juSt'don't se.M to tespond to the Strict diet-very well.

JANELLE: BecauSe'if he c6uldn't,,that was all he'could eat.

JOE: .There Was no,alternative. Luckily he did pretty well. As a
baby., lhe'Woul&spit up-a lot after drinking. We learned to live with
that. And,gradually,.his blood level came down tO normal., Then
Janelle;had to keep_very careful watch about everything he ate.

JANELLE: I had to keep track, and I still do, every day of the total
amount of,phenyl-aline,. the total amount of protein, and the number
of calcries that he took in to his.diet. Which meant.that any time
that I fed him, I had to measure the food before I gave itto him,
and-if he didn't eatit all, I had 'to measure what was left, and
total it up.' -And.at theend of the day, it should be the amount that
he needad for his present growth .level.

And this.changed practically every week, .until he had reached a.

groWth plateau. We're'in the neuroldqy department of Children's
Hospital now--

BLAIR: And how often do you do- this now?

JANELLE: Once-a Month nOw.

(SOUND OF CHILDREN IN BACKGROUND AND CONVERSATION IN DIETICIAN'S
OFFICE)

DIETICIAN: Well, I definitely think that those parents need a lot
of help from the dieti6ian. I think that you can:first of all give
them a lot of support by reinforcing that what they are doing' is
right,:.and that I must not give up if the child doesn't want to eat
what.I have-prepared.

BLAIR:-.Doesj.t ever happen-that-a very young child who must have a
certain substancedoesn't like that, doesn't like the taste, won't
touch:it -- then what do you do?
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youhave totry and fix, it with something else ,

:and see if:'...thatworks. :Wetry everything we canpossibly:think of,
and, ofHcOUrse,very:often the parents; have- ideas too,:because they
:are'afterfall, taking care of the child.

,

BLAIRIn:yOurleXPeriefice, is-it really a tough adjuslEment for
Parents to'make?

, .

DIETICIAN:; From a dietary point of view, I don't think it is.that
difficult, lpecauSe they have_been.used to thinking-about diet from

_the daY the Child was born.

WOMAN: Are you going to have lunCh soon?'

CHILD: Yes.

.WOMAN: What would you like for lunch. -That's squash --
would,you like squash for lunch?

CHILD: No.
,

WOMAN: No 7- how about cauliflower?

CHILD: Yes.

WOMAN: Yes, cPuliflower?

CHILD: Yes.

WOMAN: Okay, I'll cook it.

JANELLE: ,This*is where the trouble starts -- waiting till it's
cooked. -

.BLAIR: Because he's a very hungry boy, is that right?

JANELLE: - Yes, this.is the word. Eat, eat, constantly.

TIMMY: Uh hum -- eat -- eat -- eat. (LAUGHTER)

BLAIR:. Pretty soon you'll do your own cooking, won't you?

TIMMY: No. (LAUGHTER).....

'JOE:. Yeah, youi,ve got.peaches afid pickles, dofi't you Timmy?-
Now, did .you roii-up your sleeve. And you didn't get your-bib.
;Let me getthebib.

When Timmy.was Ilrst starting to eat solid foods, I guess at
.about six weeks old,.and for a long time after that, he-was,a
,voracious eater.' I guess he was always hungry in a sense, 8-eCause
he got so'little protein. But-it was really a pleasure to watch
the child eat.

'So, in a sense, preparing a.verystrict diet and keeping tabs
on7it'became7second nature, and then we were Compensated because
he was such a .good eater, and obviously enjoyed it. And,that's
,pretty much continued up to this.point where he's almost three
years.old.

r

JANELLE:: But now.he asks for things.

BLAIR: Like what?

JANELLE: Corn, green beans, yellow beans.

JOE: Bananas, he loves.
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.JANELLE:. Bananas, he

WhY?

loves. And We have to ration the bananas.

JANELLE:. Bananas are very high in phenyl-aline where aPples,
.instance,-have almost none..

BLAIR: What would happen if Timmy broke his'diet if.he had
too much or much tod little vital protein?

JANELLE: It would take several days or several weeks to do any
damage, but if a child were not on this diet for as much as a month,
he could-lose five IQ points for.each month he's not on the diet.

so you can see that one month being off the diet could make a great
deal of difference -- between a hundred and a 95 IQ.

BLAIR: What's that?

TIMMY: Timmy. ,One - two - three - four - five.

,Yery.good': How old'are you, Timmy?
}

TIMMY,: Three.
-

JANELLE: I've been very pOsitive about it sincd we've seen Timmy
. develop as a normalbhild. I feel that he has above-normal intelli-
.gence considering what he's,learned to do. He can count to thirty.
He knows his alphabet. And he isn''t quite three years old. I'm
very proud of him, and So all my feelings since the first few months
have been very positive. .

.

JOE: For us right now, Timmy as three years old seems perfectly
normal, healthy, and happy. We feel_yery,good about this,but there's
still the lurking Uncerfainty.that the diet might be only partially
effective. He might still be somewhat below normal in intelligence
when he.grows up. That we won't know until he's perhaps ten, eleven,
or twelve years old. And it's something that we'll..have to accept
if it ever turns out.

JANELLE: I.think that parents.who'fiave a problemlike this, or any
medical problem, should:get as much information as they can. if
they have questions, tfiey should talk to their doctors, talk to
hospital staffs, talk to dieticians, anyone they need,t6 talk to --
get as much literature as possible so.that they can understand it.
Then yomknow how to treat it exactly,and.why.

He's.always accepted practically elierything I've given him
tb, eat. The only thing he's rejected has been spinach and beets.

BLAIR: He's mormai.

JANELLE: Yes, very normal': Have you finished your lunch now?

TIMMY: No.

BLAIR: Jbe and Janelle Reardon with their son Timmy. Most, but.not
all, hospitals screen newborns for PKU, so expectant mothers should
.ask their doctors.

(MUSIC AND SOUND OF CHILD WITH PARENTS IN BACKGROUND)

BtAIR: By the way, OPTiONS IN EDUCATION got some good news this
. Week.- We-won an-Award-from-the Education Writers-Association. So,
we wanted, to.thank you_for:writing to-us with your,opinions and
"suggestions they helped us get better.

(MUSIC -- It's Getting Better All the Time -- Beatles)
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Ifjou!d,like a transcript:of this' program, sencL25 cents
-.tc:YNationa.l'public Radio -.-Education;' Wa'shington, D.C. 20036.
Pleaae-indicata:that,you want-.pro'gram number 24'. That,addresL
:againfortranscript number 24 is National Public Radio Education,
igashington;20036.. A:bassette costa:$4.60 and:a transcriptdosts 25 bents.-

(MUSIC)

BLAIR: ,This program is produced by Midge Hart. The Executive
Pióducer.of OPTIONS IN EDUCATION is John Merrow. Wendy Blair.

CHILD: :OPTIONS IN EDUCATION is a co-production of the Institute for
EduCational Leadership at the George. Washington University. and
Nationaf, Public Radio.

BLAIR: principal,support for,.the program is provided by the National
Institute of Education. Additional funds to NPR are provided by. the
Corporation for Public Broadcating and to IEL by the Carnegie
,Corporation, the U.S..,Office of Education, and the. Robert Sterling
Clark Foundation.

CHILD: This is NPR -- National Public Radio.
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